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Season employers have been gearing up 
for it by preparing their annual Employer 
Reconciliation Declarations. 

In this issue we look extensively at some 
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Faith Ngwenya, Technical & 
Standards Executive at SAIPA
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of the challenges facing employers and third-party data 
providers when compiling these declarations. One of the 
South African Revenue Service’s (SARS) focus areas this 
year will be payroll taxes. 

The information captured in the declaration 
(EMP501) is used by SARS to populate auto-assessments 
and income tax returns of employees. Incomplete or 
inaccurate information will obviously negatively affect 
the employee’s ability to meet their tax obligations. 
Employers also run the risk of being penalized when the 
declarations are filed late.

The introduction of the auto-assessment process 
last year did not go without some teething problems. 
The assessments were based on the data SARS received 
from employers, financial institutions, medical schemes, 
retirement annuity fund administrators and other third-
party data providers.

When employers finalise their declarations, it will be 
critical to ensure that all the information related to the 
employee has been captured in order to determine their 
correct tax liability. 

Accuracy all round 
However, it is not only the tax practitioner that should 
ensure accuracy. SARS needs to be vigilant as well. In a 
recent case SARS registered a company for Pay-As-You-
Earn (PAYE) on a wrong company registration number 
and incorrectly collected more than R196,000 from the 
taxpayer.

Following a complaint and subsequent investigation 
by the Office of the Tax Ombud, it was discovered that 
SARS allocated the wrong PAYE number to the company. 
The Tax Ombud recommended the delinking of the 
company from the payroll tax number as the company 
was not registered for PAYE, UIF and SDL since it did not 
have any employees. 

The company was delinked, and the money was 
reimbursed. This case shows that the Tax Ombud has the 
muscle to compel SARS to correct its errors and to return 
money incorrectly collected from taxpayers. 

Revenue targets
Tax revenue collection figures, released in April, reflected 
the economic upturn following the easing of economic 
lockdown measures in the latter half of last year. 

SARS was able to exceed the revenue collection target 
set in February last year, which had to be revised several 
times because of the financial impact of the global 
Covid-19 pandemic.

The estimated target was exceeded by R38 million, 
and our tax authority was able to collect R1.25 trillion for 
the tax year that ended on March 31. The expected total 
tax deficit of R312 billion was reduced to R175 billion. The 

biggest contributor was personal income tax (39.1% of 
total tax collections). The 2021-22 revenue collections are 
estimated at R1.36 trillion, up 9.2%.

Distressed companies
We are still in the midst of the pandemic and it continues 
to impact our lives and the financial woes of especially 
small businesses. Many did not foresee the impact of the 
pandemic, especially on their cash flow positions. 

This caused severe distress for some companies. 
Business distress is not a shame. What counts is how the 
business deals with it. When a client’s business falls into 
financial distress there are various options. In this issue 
we look at some of these options. 

It is important to pay attention to the tax relief that 
was offered during the peak of the coronavirus outbreak 
in 2020. SARS offered deferred payments, amongst 
others on provisional tax and PAYE. It will now have 
implications for taxpayers. As their tax professionals it 
is important that our reporting and our calculations are 
in line in order to prevent any errors that may result in 
interest and penalties. 

We are still in 
the midst of the 
pandemic and it 
continues to impact 
our lives and the 
financial woes of 
especially small 
businesses. Many 
did not foresee 
the impact of the 
pandemic, especially 
on their cash flow 
positions.”
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This judgment, handed down in December 
when most South Africans were on leave, has 
turned out to be a landmark court case for 
2020.

The case refers to the supply of imported 
services as defined1 in the Value-Added Tax Act 89 
of 1991 (the VAT Act). Specifically, that a recipient of 
imported services cannot claim a full input tax credit if the 
services were not used for the making of taxable supplies. 
The vendor must instead pay the output tax and disclose 
it in the appropriate field in the VAT201 form.

IS IMPORTANT
WHY THE CONSOL GLASS VAT 
COURT CASE

The South African Revenue Service (SARS) invoked 
additional assessments by:

i. disallowing input tax deductions that the vendor 
claimed in relation to the services provided by 
local vendors because the input tax was claimed in 
respect of services used for non-taxable supplies 
and was therefore not claimable; and 

ii. imposing output tax on the imported services 
procured by the vendor because the imported 
services were used for exempt purposes.

By Mahomed Kamdar,  
Tax Specialist at SAIPA
mkamdar@saipa.co.za

http://www.saflii.org/za/cases/ZASCA/2020/175.html
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The vendor appealed against the additional assessments 
and the matter eventually reached the Supreme Court of 
Appeal (SCA).

BACKGROUND 
AND FACTS
The vendor manufactures and sells glass containers.

In 2007, the vendor as shell company purchased a 
company and two of its subsidiaries. Upon acquisition, 
it continued with the glass-making business of these 
three companies. The vendor had funded the acquisition 
through debt in the form of Eurobonds. It is important to 
note that only the holding company was involved with the 
financing transactions, while the subsidiaries continued 
with the manufacturing activities.

According to the VAT Act2, the provision of credit is 
defined as “financial services” and is an exempt supply.

By 2012, the cost of servicing the vendor’s debt 
had increased substantially and the vendor obtained 
alternative funding from local sources, which was used 
to redeem the Eurobonds. The vendor thus engaged 
in another financing arrangement (also exempt from 
VAT – see footnote 2): a second financing arrangement 
undertaken by the holding companies.

The refinancing transaction prompted the vendor to 
procure the following services:

 South African banks and two South African law firms; 
and

 foreign service providers to advise on the early 
redemption of the Eurobonds.

The vendor’s liability for VAT, arising from the fees raised 
by the service provides, gave rise to this appeal.

AGENDA  
OF THE SCA
The following required the court’s attention:

Question 1
Is it correct to disallow the input tax claimed by the 
vendor on the fees charged to it by local service 
providers?
Question 2
Is it correct for the vendor to declare and pay VAT on 
the fees paid by it to non-resident suppliers for their 
services? 
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Answer  1
A vendor is entitled to claim input tax on the services 
supplied to it by local service providers, dependent on 
whether these services were acquired by the vendor for 
the purpose of consumption, use or supply in the course 
of making taxable supplies.

The relationship between the purpose for which 
the services were acquired and the use to which these 
services were put is thus the crux of the matter. 

Answer  2
The VAT Act3 levies VAT on the supply of any imported 
services.
 
“Imported services” means

“a supply of services that is made 
by a supplier who is resident or 
carries on business outside the 
Republic to a recipient who is a 
resident of the Republic to the 
extent that such services are uti-
lised or consumed in the Republic 
otherwise than for the purpose 
of making taxable supplies.”

In other words, no VAT can be levied on the supply 
of services to a vendor by suppliers who carried on 
business outside of South Africa if those services were 

The relationship 
between the purpose 
for which the services 
were acquired and 
the use to which 
these services were 
put is thus the crux of 
the matter. 
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utilised or consumed in South Africa for the purpose of 
making taxable supplies.

Overall observation – exempt supply 
It was argued that the services, local and foreign, were 
not acquired by the vendor to make taxable supplies, 
but rather to make an exempt supply in the form of a 
financial service. 

A “debt security”, which in terms of the VAT Act4 is 
an obligation or liability to pay money that is, or is to be, 
owing by any person, is deemed a financial service. 

It was therefore argued that the vendor did not 
acquire the local services for the purpose of use in the 
course of making taxable supplies. Nor did the vendor 
utilise the foreign services for the purpose of making 
taxable supplies.The VAT Act5 defines taxable supply as 
any supply of goods or services which is chargeable with 
tax. However, other provisions in the VAT Act6 excludes 
the issue of a debt security from VAT as a taxable supply 
(it is an exempt supply). 

CONCLUSION
Since the vendor did not utilise both the local and foreign 
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services to make a taxable supply it was: 

i. not entitled to the deduction of input tax it had 
claimed in respect of the local services acquired 
by it; and

ii. obliged to declare and pay VAT on the fees paid 
by it to non-resident suppliers for their services.

The vendor received financial services – the refinancing 
transactions merely substituted foreign debt with local 
debt and replaced the original funding arrangement at a 
lesser cost. 

As noted above, as the recipient of the financial 
services was the holding company, the subsidiaries were 
not affected by this VAT outcome.

The vendor’s appeal was denied, and it was ordered 
to pay output tax on the receipt of exempt foreign 
services and the claiming of the input tax was denied for 
the services it had received from local suppliers. 

In other words, no 
VAT can be levied on 
the supply of services 
to a vendor by 
suppliers who carried 
on business outside of 
South Africa if those 
services were utilised 
or consumed in South 
Africa for the purpose 
of making taxable 
supplies.

1 Section 7(1)(c) of the Value-Added Tax Act 89 of 1991
2 Section 12 of the Value-Added Tax Act 89 of 1991
3 Section 7(1)(c) of the Value-Added Tax Act 89 of 1991
4 in terms of s2(2)(iii) of the VAT-Added Tax Act 89 of 1991
5 Section 1  of the VAT-Added Tax Act 89 of 1991
6 Section 12(a) read with section 2(1) ( c)  of the VAT-Added Tax Act 89 of 1991

https://www.gov.za/sites/default/files/gcis_document/201505/act-89-1991s.pdf
https://www.gov.za/sites/default/files/gcis_document/201505/act-89-1991s.pdf
https://www.gov.za/sites/default/files/gcis_document/201505/act-89-1991s.pdf
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On 11 December 2020, the Tax Court of 
South Africa (Gauteng Local Division) 
delivered judgment in the matter of ABC 
(Pty) Ltd v the Commissioner for the South 
African Revenue Service (case no VAT 

1715). The matter involved an appeal against additional 
assessments raised by SARS.

ABC had received income in connection with 
contracts concluded with three different airlines that 
had a local presence in South Africa. In terms of these 
contracts, ABC was required to sell airline tickets 
to passengers on behalf of the airlines and earned 
commission on these sales.

Prior to 2005, travel agents earned standard 
commission on the sale of each ticket at a flat 
rate of 7%. In 2005 however, the fee structure was 
changed to a flat rate commission of 1% (or 0% 
in some instances), with an additional commission 
(an “international supplementary commission”) being 
payable on the achievement of certain sale thresholds 

CONTRACTS 
& VAT

THE IMPORTANCE OF

determined on the basis of each individual contract.
ABC was of the view that the services it provided in 

relation to the international supplementary 
commission constituted the arranging of international 
transport and, as such, qualified to be zero-rated.

The Commissioner, however, adopted the position 
that the incentive payments were made in relation 
to the marketing and promotion of tickets, and 
accordingly raised additional assessments subjecting the 
international supplementary commission to VAT at the 
standard rate.

After unsuccessfully objecting against the additional 
assessments, ABC appealed to the Tax Court. 

ISSUE AT HAND
At issue was the application of section 11 of the VAT Act, 
and whether ABC had correctly zerorated its services. 
Put simply, the Court had to determine whether ABC’s 
services constituted the arranging of international 
transport. 
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ABC’S ARGUMENT
ABC argued that VAT is levied on the supply of services 
(and not the consideration received in respect thereof). 
It contended that the international supplementary 
commission was in respect of the volume of airline tickets 
sold, which constituted the arranging of international 
transport, and therefore qualified to be zero-rated. 

ABC was of the view that it merely sold tickets, and did 
not provide additional services. In this 
regard, it argued that the contracts with the airlines 
did not give rise to an obligation to perform any extra 
services other than the sale of the airline tickets. The 
marketing and promotion activities were conducted and 
paid for separately and taxed accordingly, and did not 
constitute additional services to the airlines. 

COMMISSIONER’S VIEW
The Commissioner argued that there were two different 
contracts that needed to be considered 
separately, namely:

 the contracts concluded between ABC and the 
passengers entitling the passengers to seats on an 
airline; and

 the contract concluded between ABC and the airlines 
entitling ABC to receive incentive payments based on 
the volume of sales concluded. 

The Commissioner contended that the international 
supplementary commission, which was dependent on the 
volume of sales, was not in relation to the entitlement of 
passengers to travel and, consequently, that the income 
was not in relation to the arranging of transport for 
passengers. 

JUDGMENT
The Tax Court outlined the current jurisprudence 
regarding the interpretation of legal documents, 
particularly on the requirement to interpret contracts in 
light of their surrounding context.

The Court reviewed various clauses of the contracts 
concluded between ABC and the airlines, 
and considered the nature of the incentive payments. 
It concluded that a common thread between these 
contracts was that ABC was appointed to market and 
promote the selling of the airline tickets. 

The trigger point for the incentive payment was the 
meeting of certain thresholds regarding the volume 
of sales. The Court rejected ABC’s contention that its 
services were solely for the sale of the airline tickets, 
and held that the marketing and promotion aspect 
of its service was paid for by way of the international 
supplementary commission payment, and that such 
payment was not earned for the transport of passengers.

The Court therefore agreed with the SARS 

assessments and dismissed the appeal. The Court did 
not, however, award costs in favour of the Commissioner, 
on the basis that the appeal was not considered 
unreasonable by the Commissioner. 

TAKEAWAY
The decision illustrates the trend of the Courts to pay 
closer attention to the interpretation of contracts. It is 
more important than ever for parties to contracts to pay 
close attention to the details of the contracts and ensure 
that their intention is properly reflected.

Parties to contracts should ensure that there are 
no clauses which give rise to ambiguity. Should the tax 
consequences of a supply be called into question, the 
terms of the contract will be the main consideration. 

* THIS ALERT WAS FIRST PUBLISHED IN 
PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS’ TAX ALERT  
IN APRIL 2021
Matthew Besanko: m.besanko@pwc.com
rodney.govender@pwc.com
Juan Swanepoel:  juan.s.swanepoel@pwc.com.

mailto:m.besanko%40pwc.com?subject=
mailto:rodney.govender%40pwc.com%20?subject=
mailto:juan.s.swanepoel%40pwc.com.%20?subject=
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The South African 
Revenue Service 
(SARS) has stepped 
up their mission to 
reduce a massive 
budget deficit, 
by initiating a 
campaign with the 
National Prosecuting 
Authority (NPA) 
to prosecute non-
compliant taxpayers. 
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In achieving to bring non-
compliant taxpayers to book, 
SARS actioned three key aspects 
that will bolster the arsenal of 
SARS. 

Criminalising 
non-compliance

Section 234 of the Tax 
Administration Act 
(TAA) has undergone a 
significant amendment, 
which was promulgated 

on 20 January 2021. The 
amendment effectively lowers the 
threshold for SARS and the NPA to 
prosecute taxpayers for neglecting 
to keep their tax affairs compliant 
under the respective tax laws.

Historically, taxpayers were only 

TAXPAYER 
COMPLIANCE 
UNDER SCRUTINY BY SARS

By Jean-Louis Nel (Legal Manager, 
Tax Controversy & Litigation) at Tax 
Consulting South Africa 
jean-louis@taxconsulting.co.za

liable for criminal prosecution if they 
intentionally failed to meet their 
obligations. SARS now only needs 
to prove that a taxpayer’s conduct 
was negligent, compared with the 
juxtaposition of proving intentional 
non-disclosure. 

It was submitted in the Final 
Response Document on the Draft Tax 
Administration Laws Amendment 
Bill that the rationale for the 
amendment is amongst others 
premised on the importance 
of the duties of a taxpayer vis-
à-vis the fiscus as enunciated 
by the Constitutional Court per 
Kriegler J in Metcash Trading 
Limited v Commissioner for the 
South African Revenue Service and 
Another (CCT3/00) [2000] ZACC 21. 
Therefore, a taxpayer should be 
held to a standard of reasonable 
care in carrying out those duties. 

1
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This is especially so when so much 
of our fiscal management relies on 
the bona fides of taxpayers and 
taxpayers remaining compliant. 

Recruitment 
drive

Section 234 on its own 
will not be enough 
to ensure taxpayers’ 
compliance, as SARS 
must still enforce these 

provisions. In this pursuit, it came 
as no surprise that SARS published 
vacancies on Saturday 27 March 
2021 calling on 370 highly skilled, 
experienced and result driven 
specialist to apply at SARS. The 
collector is looking for specialists 
in compliance auditing, forensic 
auditing, auditors focused on High 
Net Worth Individuals and more 
importantly criminal investigators. 
These positions are all directed at 
enforcement, which is evidence that 
compliance is high on SARS priority 
list. 

Establishment 
of the High Net 
Worth Unit

With an additional 
budget of R3 billion, 
and following the 
recommendations 
made by the Davis 

Committee, SARS also established 
the High Wealth Individual Taxpayer 
Segment (HWI), a specialised unit 
directed at enhancing compliance 
among wealthy taxpayers. We 
may soon see lifestyle audits and 
SARS has already identified certain 
individuals for investigation that may 
receive notifications from SARS as 
soon as April. 

COMPLIANCE IS THE 
ORDER OF THE DAY
The gravity of the above steps 
taken by SARS should not be 
taken lightly by taxpayers, 
particularly in the current fiscal 
environment. These steps taken 
by SARS are welcomed as a 
compliant taxpayer base will 
ensure effective collection of 
revenue to the benefit of the 
fiscus.

2

3
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COMPARABILITY 
ANALYSIS

This article focuses on expanding our understanding 
of the mechanics involved in undertaking a 
comparability analysis. It is structured around the 
economically relevant circumstances that must be 
identified in a comparability analysis. 

By Mahomed Kamdar,  
Tax Specialist at SAIPA
mkamdar@saipa.co.za
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A multinational enterprise (MNE) can 
undertake its manufacturing operation in 
one country and carry out its sales and 
marketing operations in another. Similarly, 
its other functions could also be scattered 

around the world. 
Where such transactions of goods and services 

take place between associated enterprises across 
international borders, it is necessary to establish 
transfer prices for those transactions. The transfer 
price is the price charged in a transaction between 
two connected parties within the same corporate 
group. The prices charged between members of the 
same group of companies are thus determined not by 
market forces but by controlled relations between the 
members.

CONTROLLED 
TRANSACTIONS

UNCONTROLLED 
TRANSACTIONS

 between associated 
enterprises (enterprises 
within the same group 
of companies but in 
different geographical 
transactions)

 one or both parties may 
gain a tax advantage 
as the MNE can use 
transfer pricing to 
shift its profits to an 
international jurisdiction 
with a lower corporate 
income tax rate

 across 
international 
borders between 
unrelated parties 

 prices charged 
are at arm’s 
length (market-
related) and 
not influenced 
by intergroup 
relations

Transfer pricing procedure aims to determine the 
appropriate price in a controlled transaction. The price 
must be determined as if the transaction were subject 
to market forces.

Generally, transfer pricing procedures place a 
controlled taxpayer on tax parity with an uncontrolled 
taxpayer to determine the appropriate taxable income 
of the controlled taxpayer. Taxpayers are often 
penalised for transfer pricing errors. 

COMPARABILITY 
ANALYSIS
Comparability analysis is the examination of controlled 
transactions and their equivalent uncontrolled 
transactions. The comparison is between the conditions 
of controlled and uncontrolled transactions that take 

place in comparable circumstances. Such uncontrolled 
transactions are also known as comparable or 
comparable uncontrolled transactions.

Comparability analysis requires that each associated 
member of an MNE be treated as if it were a separate 
entity instead of an indivisible unit of a single business. 

Comparability analysis and transfer pricing 
procedures aim to establish an arm’s length 
price, which results in taxable income that closely 
approximates the tax outcome as if the transaction had 
been between two unconnected, independent parties. 

Where goods and services are transferred between 
associated enterprises, the arm’s length pricing 
principles thus provide a close approximation to the 
working of open markets.

It must be noted that the lack of a comparable for a 
taxpayer’s controlled transaction means neither that the 
arm’s length principle is inapplicable to that transaction 
nor that the transaction is at arm’s length.

Comparability analysis is the comparison of two 
situations that can be considered comparable. 

This then begs the question: When can the two 
situations – the controlled and the uncontrolled 
transactions – be considered adequately comparable? 

To answer this question, we must analyse the substance 
of the commercial transaction or the financial relations 
between the dependent MNE enterprises and the 
independent (uncontrolled) enterprises. The following 
steps must be taken: 

i. Identify the commercial or financial relations 
between the associated enterprises as well as 
the conditions and economically relevant 
circumstances that describe the controlled 
transaction.

ii. Compare the conditions and economic 
circumstances of the controlled transaction with 
those of the uncontrolled transaction.

The actual assumption 
of risks influences 
prices charged when 
associated companies 
engage in a cross-
border transaction. 
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The following economically relevant characteristics must 
be identified:1 

 the contractual terms of the transaction;
 the functions performed by each of the parties 

to the transaction: the assets used and risks 
assumed, how those functions relate to the 
wider generation of value by the MNE group, the 
circumstances surrounding the transaction, and 
industry practices;

 the characteristics of the property transferred or 
services provided;

 the economic circumstances of the parties and of 
the market in which they operate; and 

 the business strategies pursued by the parties.

For example, in the case of commodities, 
economically relevant characteristics 
include volume of sales and purchase, price 
(the amount charged to the taxpayer or 
paid by the taxpayer, payment terms, and 
the availability of credit facilities), physical 
features, insurance, foreign currency risks, 
qualities, timing, terms of delivery, and 
transport. 

It could be that for the controlled 
transaction the payment term is 18 
months, but the same commodity sold to 
an independent enterprise may carry a 
payment term of only two months.

Such differences must be identified 
when comparing controlled and 
uncontrolled transactions. The key 
question is whether the transaction 
has commercial rationality (18 month 
payment terms): Would an associated 
enterprise award such lengthy terms to 
an independent, unconnected enterprise?

It is obvious that the extended 
payment terms would affect the profit 
margins of the associated enterprise. The 
entity awarding such a long repayment 
period is, in a sense, granting a “loan” to 
the associated purchaser.

Next, the economically relevant characteristics are 
discussed in more detail under contractual terms, 
functional analysis, risk analysis, economic conditions, 
and property and services. 

CONTRACTUAL 
TERMS
In the comparison between controlled and 
uncontrolled transactions, comparability analysis 
examines the aspects that affect the pricing outcome 
of the transactions. As the controlled transaction was 
likely formalised in a written contract, the contract 
is the starting point in determining the difference in 
terms and conditions between the controlled and 
uncontrolled transactions.

The following contractual terms and conditions are 
pertinent:

 the amount charged to or paid by the taxpayer, 
which includes payment terms and the 
availability of credit facilities;

 the volume of sales or purchases;
 the terms of condition of any warranties 

provided by the seller or the buyer;
 the terms and conditions if/when intangibles 

are used in a given transaction; and
 the timeframe, terms and conditions of any 

licence agreements and any other contractual 
agreements.

Where the difference between the controlled and 
uncontrolled transactions substantially affects price, the 
transfer price should be adjusted.

If there is no written contract between the parties or 
the contract alone does not provide all the information 
needed to conduct a comparability analysis, the actual 
conduct between parties should be considered. 
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This example2 illustrates the concept of 
clarifying and supplementing the written 
contractual terms.

Background
Company P is the parent company of a 
multinational company located in Country P. 
Company S is in Country S and is a subsidiary of 
Company P.
Company S acts as an agent for Company P’s 
branded product in Country S.
The contract between Company P and Company 
S is silent on which party should undertake the 
marketing and advertising responsibilities in 
Country S.

Result
The actual conduct of the companies was 
investigated, and it was revealed that Company 
S launched an intensive media campaign in 
Country S to develop brand awareness. This 
resulted in significant investment for Company S.

The analysis could not be limited to the 
terms and conditions in the contract and further 
evidence was sought as to the conduct of the 
parties and the basis upon which Company 
S undertook the campaign to promote the 
branded product of its parent, Company P. 

If the relevant terms and conditions (for comparability 
analysis) in a contract are inconsistent with the actual 
conduct of the associated enterprises, the actual 
transaction should be utilised.

FUNCTIONAL 
ANALYSIS
In transactions between two independent parties, 
compensation indicates the functions performed by 
each party. A functional analysis therefore determines 
the characteristics of the controlled and uncontrolled 
transactions. 

Functional analysis refers to the function performed 
by the parties to the transaction. It considers the 
assets used, risk assumed to generate value within the 
associated companies, and the resources employed (the 
usage of assets such as plants, equipment, and intangible 
assets) in association with the functions. 

The functions performed and the resources employed 
are ascertained for both the controlled and uncontrolled 
transactions. This analysis focuses on what the parties do 
and what capabilities they provide. These involve: 

 decision-making, which includes business 
strategic decision and risk and entails an 
understanding of the structure and organisation 
of the MNE;

 creation of value within the group (How it is 
created?). The contribution of each party in a 
group to create value for the group as a whole 
must be considered; and

 the legal rights and obligations of each party in 
performing their functions.

Functional analysis also requires a material risk 
assessment of the risks assumed by each party. 
Generally, the following are relevant:

 assumption of increased risk would also be 
compensated by an increased return; and

 identification of risk is related to the functions 
undertaken by a party in a transaction.

Therefore, when comparing controlled and uncontrolled 
transactions, it is necessary to analyse what risks have 
been assumed, what functions performed relating to 
the risk, and which party in the transaction assumed the 
risk.

RISK ANALYSIS
Risk analysis forms an integral part of the functional 
analysis. The gist of risk analysis is to determine which 
party in the transaction bears the risk in producing a 
commodity or rendering a service. 

The assumption of risk implies3

“taking on the upside and downside 
consequences of the risk with the result 
that the party assuming a risk will also 
bear the financial and other consequences 
if the risk materialises.”

The party that bears the risk is thus entitled to the 
rewards but will also carry the burden of a loss.

It is thus essential to determine which party in 
the transaction undertakes the risks in relation to the 
marketing function; research and development; financial 
risks (including foreign currency gains and losses); 
inventory; and ownership of plant, property, equipment 
and intangibles. 

The actual assumption of risks influences prices 
charged when associated companies engage in a cross-
border transaction. 

Therefore, the sources that are risk relevant to 
transfer pricing analysis must be identified. External and 
internal risks are equally important for comparability 
analysis.
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External risks = 
marketplace risks, new 

geographical markets, and 
natural disasters such as 

Covid-19.

Internal risks = 
company credit terms, the 
ability to manage liquidity, 

and cash flow.

For a business to remain viable, it must be able to 
confront, respond to, and mitigate externally driven risk. 
This requires specificity in the identification of risk. The 
taxpayer should determine the following in relation to risk:

 the relevance of functions, assets, and risks in a 
specific transaction;

 whether the significant risks are contractually 
assumed by the parties in a transaction; and

 whether the contractual assumption of risks 
is consistent with the conduct of the parties 
engaging in a transaction.

It is critical to determine if the party assuming the risk 
controls the risk or has the financial capacity to assume 
the risk. Control over a risk refers to the capability and 
authority to decide to take on the risk and decide how to 
respond to it.

ECONOMIC 
CONDITIONS
Economic conditions could influence the prices charged 
in a controlled versus an uncontrolled transaction. These 
conditions include:

 similarities/differences in geographical markets;
 relative size of each market;
 level of the market (wholesale, retail or unfinished 

products);
 market share;
 extent of competition in the market;
 availability of substitute goods and services;
 consumer purchasing power; and
 nature and extent of government regulation of 

the market.

PROPERTY OR 
SERVICES
This entails a comparison of the property/service 
transferred. Intangible aspects are embedded in the 
property or service rendered. This analyses the similarity 
or difference between the property/service transferred in 
the controlled and uncontrolled transactions.

THE SOUTH 
AFRICAN 
EXPERIENCE OF 
COMPARABILITY4

South Africa, like many other countries on the continent 
and in the Asian blocks, does not have any domestic 
comparability data. As cross-border transactions become 
more complex, the search for comparable data and 
obtaining reliability is becoming not only a South African 
concern but also a global issue.

In mitigation, SARS adopts a holistic approach by:
 understanding the business model of the 

taxpayer across the entire value chain; and
 gaining an in-depth understanding of the 

commercial rationality of the intragroup transaction.

Hence, when determining whether arm’s length pricing has 
been attained, SARS does not consider comparable data 
alone or in isolation from other relevant economic factors.

Articles in future issues of Tax Professional will 
address comparability adjustments and other issues 
related to transfer pricing. 

1 Adapted from: OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and Tax Administration. July 2017. pp.44-45, par. 1.36 
2  Adapted from: OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and Tax Administration. July 2017. p.48, par. 1.44
3 Adapted from: OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and Tax Administration. July 2017. p.55-56, par. 1.63 
4 United Nations Practical Manual on Transfer Pricing for Developing Countries (2017). pp.617-630
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The following articles in previous issues also 
discuss aspects of transfer pricing: 

 Acceptable Methods for Determining an Arm’s 
Length Price for Transfer Pricing. 2018. Issue 33, 
pp.18-27

 Transfer Pricing Documentation Requirements. 
2018. Issue 33, pp.28-29

 Reducing the Cost of Transfer Pricing Compliance 
for MNEs. 2018. Issue 32, pp.24-25

 Transfer Pricing: The Call for Documents by SARS. 
2017. Issue 30, pp.25-27

 Transfer Pricing Documentation Now Compulsory. 
2017. Issue 29, pp.29-31

 Permanent Establishment: Towards a Clarification 
of the Issues. 2016. Issue 27, pp.26-29 

 Tax Court Rules on Creation of Permanent 
Establishment in South Africa. 2015. Issue 25, 
pp.24-27

Other sources
PWC: International Transfer Pricing 2015/16
Robert Feinschreiber. Transfer Pricing Methods: An 
Applications Guide. 2004. Hoboken, NJ: Wiley

https://www.saipa.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Tax_Professional_Issue_33_d9.pdf
https://www.saipa.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Tax_Professional_Issue_33_d9.pdf
https://www.saipa.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/Tax-Professional_32_FINAL.pdf
http://succeedadmin.co.za/Storage/saipa/2017/July/Profesional_Tax/Tax_Professional_30.pdf
https://www.saipa.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/tax_professional_issue_27.pdf
https://www.saipa.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/tax_professional_q3_2015_08_1.pdf
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VAT 
TREATMENT 

Background
Wenco International Mining 
Systems Limited (‘Wenco Canada’) 
is incorporated and has its principal 
place of business in Canada. It 
specialises in the development of 
software for the mining industry, and 
supplies its clients with management 
systems software, maintenance, 
safety and machine guidance to 

OF FOREIGN ENTITIES WITH 
BRANCHES IN SOUTH AFRICA  

On 19 January 2021, the Gauteng 
Division (Pretoria) of the High Court 
of South Africa delivered its Judgment 
in the matter of Wenco International 
Mining Systems Ltd and Another v The 
Commissioner for the South African 
Revenue Service (‘SARS’) [59922/2019].
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manage mining operations.
Wenco set up a local branch in 

South Africa (‘Wenco SA’, which was 
the second applicant in the matter). 
Although Wenco SA (as a South 
African branch of Wenco Canada) is 
also incorporated in Canada, Wenco 
SA has its principal place of business 
and registered address in Centurion, 
South Africa. 

Wenco SA is responsible for 
rendering services such as training, 
system support, site visits and 
installation to South African and 
other African clients of Wenco 
Canada. 

These services are rendered 
by Wenco SA for and on behalf of 
Wenco Canada. Wenco SA charges 
Wenco Canada a management fee 
for the rendering of these services.

All contracts between Wenco 
Canada and its clients are concluded 
and signed in Canada. 

The issue
The dispute that was the subject of 
the application centred around the 
interpretation of the definition of 
‘enterprise’ in section 1(1), read with 
section 8(9), of the VAT Act.

VAT ruling
Wenco Canada had made an 
application to the CSARS for a VAT 
ruling confirming that (1) On the 
basis that Wenco SA carries on an 
‘enterprise’ in South Africa, Wenco 
SA (and not Wenco Canada) should 
register as a VAT vendor in South 
Africa; and (2) Wenco SA should 
account for VAT at the zero rate on 
the services it supplies to Wenco 
Canada.

Pursuant to the application for 
the VAT ruling, CSARS issued a ruling 
concluding (1) Wenco Canada was 
required to register as a VAT vendor 
in South Africa in respect of its own 
activities (i.e. those conducted by 
the local branch); and that Wenco 
Canada, once registered for VAT, 
was required to charge VAT at 15% 
for services rendered in SA to its SA 

clients, and VAT at 0% to its clients 
outside of SA. 

Applicants’ 
grounds for 
review
The applicants (Wenco Canada 
and Wenco SA) argued that in 
the context of their operations, 
Wenco SA and Wenco Canada 
function separately and, as such, 
should be recognised as separate 
persons for VAT purposes. It was 
therefore argued that Wenco 
Canada should not be required 
to register for VAT in South Africa, 
on the basis that its South African 
activities are conducted by Wenco 
SA. Accordingly, it was argued that 
Wenco SA should register for VAT 
and levy VAT at 0% on its supplies to 
Wenco Canada. 

Argument of the 
Commissioner
SARS argued that Wenco Canada 
conducts a continuous and regular 
activity in South Africa by using locally 
situated resources, and that it is in the 
course or furtherance of this activity 
that Wenco Canada, in exchange for 
consideration, provides software and 
training services to clients within and 
outside of South Africa.

Accordingly, SARS argued that 
the activities of Wenco Canada could 
not be attributed to the local branch. 

Decision of the 
Court
The Court reviewed the agreement 
between the applicants and stated 
that, although the activities of Wenco 
SA could constitute the physical act 
of rendering services in South Africa, 
from a legal viewpoint it appeared 
that the position of Wenco SA was 
merely that of an agent acting on 
behalf of Wenco Canada in SA.

Accordingly, the Court held that 
Wenco SA was not required to be 
registered as a VAT vendor, and 
that Wenco Canada therefore had 
the obligation to register for VAT in 
South Africa and charge VAT at 15% 
for services rendered in South Africa 
to its South African clients and VAT 
at 0% to its clients outside of South 
Africa. 

The takeaway
This decision has certainly come as a 
surprise since it has always generally 
been SARS’ practice to allow for 
similar business structures to be 
arranged in such a manner to that of 
the applicants, thus effectively putting 
a South African branch structure 
on the same footing as a South 
African subsidiary structure for VAT 
purposes. 

The decision has significant VAT 
implications for entities that have 
adopted structures similar to that of 
the applicants. Such entities will now 
have to consider their VAT obligations 
carefully. Based on 
the decision, there is now a disparity 
between branch and subsidiary 
structures, which surely cannot have 
been the intention of the legislator.

In future, many non-resident 
companies may have to deregister 
their South African local branches 
for VAT purposes, and register for 
VAT in South Africa. Many practical 
consequences also arise in situations 
involving global contracting coupled 
with local delivery, which could 
potentially result in double taxation. 

It is also unclear how SARS 
intends to deal with existing 
registrations in the context of similar 
structures. 

*THIS ALERT WAS 
FIRST PUBLISHED IN 
PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS’  
TAX ALERT IN MARCH 2021
Matthew Besanko:  
m.besanko@pwc.com
rodney.govender@pwc.com
Juan Swanepoel:  
juan.s.swanepoel@pwc.com.

mailto:m.besanko%40pwc.com?subject=
mailto:rodney.govender%40pwc.com%20?subject=
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TAX IMPLICATIONS IN THE LIGHT OF

POPI
Although the Protection of Personal 
Information (POPI) Act 4 of 2013 became 
law in November 2013, it only became 
effective on 1 July 2020. Since then, 
concerns have been voiced that the 
South African Revenue Service (SARS) is 
not entitled to much of the information 
it requires to finalise a tax return. This 
raises a series of questions.

By Mahomed Kamdar,  
Tax Specialist at SAIPA
mkamdar@saipa.co.za

https://www.gov.za/sites/default/files/gcis_document/201409/3706726-11act4of2013protectionofpersonalinforcorrect.pdf
https://www.gov.za/sites/default/files/gcis_document/201409/3706726-11act4of2013protectionofpersonalinforcorrect.pdf
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Q1
What is the purpose  
of POPI?
POPI was designed to give effect to the constitutional 
right to privacy, whilst balancing this with competing 
rights and interests – particularly the right of access to 
information. The ensuing discussion sheds light on the 
need and necessity to balance the interest of competing 
demands.

POPI aims to protect people from harm by protecting 
their personal information. It prevents the circulation 
of personal information so that, for example, people’s 
financial resources are not stolen, or the issue of false 
passports is prevented. 

POPI is thus designed to prevent criminal activity, 
even though the release of personal information is 
permissible in exceptional cases.

Q2
Is SARS entitled to 
taxpayers’ personal 
information?
Personal information includes information relating to 
race, marital status, age, sexual orientation, religion, 
education, medical history, financial position of an 
individual, etc.

So, is SARS entitled to such information in a tax 
return? In short, yes. POPI simply cannot apply to SARS 
and tax matters.

For example, the medical history of a 
taxpayer is personal information that SARS 
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requires. SARS would be unable to allocate 
the tax credit were it not entitled to the 
taxpayer’s medical history.

Another perfect example of personal 
information is the financial information 
of a taxpayer. If SARS were not entitled to 
access information on contribution to a 
retirement vehicle, it would be unable to 
reduce the taxable income of the taxpayer 
to provide the tax relief associated with 
contributing to a retirement vehicle.

Q3
What is the effect  
of POPI on SARS?
Section 15(3)(ii) of POPI explicitly states that the Act 
does not apply to an obligation imposed by law or 
where legislation is enforced concerning the collection 
of revenue as defined in s1 of the SARS Act 34 of 1997. 
The taxpayer is thus legally obliged to disclose the 
information required to complete a tax return.

POPI does, however, require sufficient safeguards to 
ensure the confidentiality of the information revealed to 
SARS.

The exchange of 
information between 
tax authorities is 
necessary to avoid 
double taxation of a 
transaction.
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SARS communication with SAIPA on member conduct
Interestingly, POPI allows SARS to further process tax 
information. This implies that SARS can send taxpayers’ 
personal information to SAIPA to detail information 
about a default tax practitioner for further action by 
SAIPA.

The information collected by SARS and distributed 
to SAIPA is used explicitly for lawful purposes related 
to SARS’ function to collect the tax due and payable by 
taxpayers. 

As a hypothetical example, a SAIPA staff 
member engaging in private business 
activities outside of official hours may not 
use taxpayer or membership information 
to increase their client base for the sale of 
their products. 

Exchange of personal information in an international 
environment
POPI also protects information sent into or out of South 
Africa. Regarding international tax matters, all double 
tax agreements (DTAs) concluded between countries 
have provisions on the exchange of information that 

may only be used for the purposes of carrying out the 
provision of international tax treaties.

The exchange of information between tax authorities 
is necessary to avoid double taxation of a transaction. 

An example of the exchange of information 
between two tax authorities is the 
application of a DTA provision relating 
to royalties. The tax authority of State 
A (where the owner of a royalty resides) 
asks the tax authority from State B (where 
the payer is resident) for information 
concerning the amount of royalty 
transmitted. 

The same can be said when interest 
and dividends are paid to foreign persons 
residing abroad!

Similarly, information may be exchanged 
to properly allocate taxable profits between 
associated companies in different states or 
to adjust the profits shown in the accounts 
of a permanent establishment in one state 
and the accounts of the head office in 
another state.
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Q4
So, is all my personal 
information fair game? 
No, both POPI and the Tax Administration Act 28 
of 2011 require only that relevant information be 
supplied. 

In 101 Questions and Answers about the Protection of 
Personal information Act, David Taylor1 clearly states

“you can only collect as much information as is 
necessary to fulfil the intended purpose for which 
the information is collected (e.g. when somebody 
subscribes to my magazine, I do not need his 
or her ID number, neither his or her race, only 
personal information that is necessary to fulfil the 
subscription).”

Section 46 of the Tax Administration Act is explicit that 
SARS may only request relevant information from a 
taxpayer. Furthermore, information requested from a 
person other than the taxpayer (a third party) is limited 
to the records maintained or that should reasonably be 
maintained by the person in relation to the taxpayer.

A request for information must also be related to and 
be within the ambit of the administration of the tax acts.
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For example, in the case of a request for 
income tax information, the request must 
be related to the Income Tax Act 58 of 1962.

Q5
What qualifies as relevant 
information?
To clarify the concept of relevant, we will rely on tax 
case law.2 Accordingly, the test of relevancy is whether 
the evidence tendered “directly tends to the proof or 
disproof of the matters in issue.” There must thus be a 
nexus between the facts to which the evidence tendered 
relates and the matter in issue.

In other words, relevant information is the anti-thesis 
of a “phishing expedition” (speculative requests with no 
apparent connections to the tax investigation under 
review).

For example, a corporate taxpayer 
belonging to the manufacturing industry 
(specifically, the furniture industry) is 
requested to supply information about 
the manufacturing industry itself (not the 
tax affairs of the company under review) 
to further the insight of the Department 
of Trade, Industry and Competition into 
the functioning of this sector. This then 
constitutes a phishing expedition.

A few general remarks about relevant information:
 Revenue authorities are entitled to information to 

ensure that all taxpayers pay the correct tax.
 Taxpayers should not waste their time and 

energy on disputing the information to which 
revenue authorities are entitled.

 Taxpayers do, however, have the right to contest 
an “unreasonable” request for information.

 The request for relevant material is not limited to 
a formal tax audit/investigation – it could be for 
any purpose related to the administration of a 
tax act. 

A request for 
information must 
also be related 
to and be within 
the ambit of the 
administration of 
the tax acts.

1. David Taylor & Francis Cronje. 101 Questions and Answers about the Protection of Personal 
Income Information (POPI) Act. p.9
2. Rex Respondent v Katz and Another Appellant 1946 AD

https://www.gov.za/sites/default/files/gcis_document/201409/a282011.pdf
https://www.saipa.co.za/saipa-presents-101-questions-answers-protection-personal-information-act/
https://www.saipa.co.za/saipa-presents-101-questions-answers-protection-personal-information-act/
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TAX PRACTITIONER 
COMPLIANCE

SAIPA 
REMAINS 
COMMITTED 
TO ENSURE

By Faith Ngwenya, Technical and Standards Executive 
and Mahomed Kamdar, Tax Specialist at SAIPA

Tax authorities around 
the world monitor 
the behaviour of tax 
professionals as they 
play a major oversight 

role over those entrusted with tax 
money.

In South Africa all practicing tax 
professionals have to be registered 
with the South African Revenue 
Service (SARS) and recognised 
controlling bodies such as SAIPA.

This is to ensure that tax 
practitioners are properly qualified 
and that a mechanism is available, 
both to taxpayers and SARS, to 
address misconduct.

SARS has issued reports to all 
the controlling bodies on the status 
of their tax practitioners. Although 
the institute itself got a clean bill of 
health, it is concerning that some of 
our members and their clients did 
not.

It is the responsibility of 
recognised controlling bodies to 
ensure that taxpayers comply with 
their codes of ethics and conduct 
and, above all are tax complaint 
themselves.

It is important that our members 
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We urge 
members 
who are 
aware of 
compliance 
issues to 
address 
them as a 
matter of 
urgency.

realise that their first obligation is 
to ensure that their own house is in 
order before assisting clients.

AREAS OF NON-
COMPLIANCE
The areas of non-compliance for 
tax practitioners in terms of their 
personal tax affairs include the 
non-payment of assessed taxes, 
particularly income tax, the non-filing 
of tax returns and the filing of nil 
returns.

In the SARS report it raises 
concerns about the number of 
nil returns and begs the question 
whether the declarations by 
tax practitioners are correct or 
whether the members are correctly 
registered for Pay-As-You-Earn 
(PAYE).

SAIPA is committed to ensure 
that its members address the 
concerns raised in the report. We 
urge members who are aware of 
compliance issues to address them 
as a matter of urgency.

We understand that some 
practitioners may experience 
capacity issues. However, they need 
to find solutions to address their 
problems. The tax owed by SAIPA 
tax practitioners runs into millions of 
rands, and that of their clients into 
billions.

STEPS TO TAKE
Practitioners who approach SARS 
and make arrangements will remain 
on a pending list until they default 
on the promises they made to SARS. 
We urge taxpayers to speak to 
someone at SARS. They will listen. 

It is better to be on an amber list, 
than a red list.

A tax practitioner whose own 
personal tax affairs are not in order 
is like a motor-mechanic whose 
private vehicle gets stuck on a 
national highway.

There are several legitimate 
reasons for not honouring a tax 
debt, but tax practitioners must not 
forget that tax legislation applies 
to them as well. There are options 
available, such as applying for a 
deferral of payments, or members 
can apply for a compromise of a tax 
debt.

SAIPA is aware of the fact that 
some of our members have clients 
on their profiles who have moved on 
to a different tax practitioner. 

Many of these clients may have 
tax debt or outstanding returns, 
and our members have in some 
instances not been able to remedy 
the situation.

This matter has been raised 
with SARS and there are ways for 
members to “clean” their own 
records to represent only the clients 
they are currently servicing.

According to the SARS report 7% 
of SAIPA’s tax practitioners are non-
compliant with respect to the filing 
returns and paying tax debt. 

This high volume of personal tax 
liability of tax practitioners is viewed 
as a very serious tax offence by SARS 
and is valid ground for a withdrawal 

of their licence to practice as a tax 
practitioner.

SAIPA is only in possession of the 
number of non-compliant members 
and do not currently have a list of 
names. Once we do have the names 
the legal compliance process will be 
triggered.

FOLLOWING 
THE PROCESS 
The investigation committee will 
consider the allegations levelled 
against a tax practitioner, and if a 
member is found guilty the matter 
is handed over for disciplinary 
action. This may result in a member 
receiving a warning, a penalty or as 
a last resort is removed from the 
register of tax practitioners.

That could mean the end of their 
business and essentially “takes the 
bread off the table” since no other 
professional body will accept them 
as a member.

Fortunately, the door may not 
remain closed forever. Once a 
tax practitioner has rectified their 
non-compliance they may request 
readmission from SARS.

If there is no hold on their future 
ability to be appointed from SARS, 
they can apply to be reinstated with 
SAIPA.

The compliance department 
will give the necessary guidance 
on how the matter should be dealt 
with. If, for instance the reason for 
the removal of the member from 
SAIPA’s register was a total disregard 
for legislation, the practitioner may 
require re-education and training in 
that area to demonstrate that they 
are capable of dealing with tax legal 
matters. 

The country has a shortage of 
qualified tax practitioners. However, 
they need to be serious about their 
own compliance and behaviour, and 
that of their clients. 

SAIPA believes this is of utmost 
importance and remains committed 
to ensure that our members are 
compliant.  
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As a result of the amendment, the effective 
date is now 30 days after the date that 
the excess payment was made to SARS by 
the taxpayer. Previously, taxpayers were 
entitled to interest from the date on which 

the excess payment was made until the date that the 
taxpayer is refunded. The amendment therefore allows 
SARS a 30-day interest-free period during which it can 
reconcile and classify the overpayment of tax against 
various tax debts that may be outstanding. 

This ultimately stands to the detriment of taxpayers. It 
is important to note that this amendment will not apply in 
situations where the taxpayer has made an overpayment 

TO THE TAX 
ADMINISTRATION ACT, 
NO. 28 OF 2011

 KEY 
AMENDMENTS

By Elle-Sarah Rossato, Associate Director, 
Tax Controversy & Dispute Resolution at PwC 
and Jadyne Devnarain, Senior Manager, Tax 
Controversy & Dispute Resolution at PwC

Section 187(3)(h) of the Tax 
Administration Act, 2011, (‘the TAA’), 
has been amended to postpone the 
effective date for calculating interest in 
circumstances where the taxpayer has 
erroneously paid an amount to SARS 
more than the amount payable in terms of 
an assessment.

of its provisional tax. This circumstance will continue to 
be regulated in terms of section 89 quat(4) of the Income 
Tax Act, 1962, in terms of which the taxpayer is entitled to 
interest at a rate of four percentage points less than the 
prescribed rate. 

Our understanding is that this reform has been 
introduced with the objective of combatting fraudulent 
activity (mainly involving VAT).

WITHHOLDING OF REFUNDS 
IN SITUATIONS OF CRIMINAL 
INVESTIGATIONS
Section 190 of the TAA deals with the refund of excess 
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payments made by a taxpayer. This provision makes it 
clear that a taxpayer is entitled to a refund of an amount 
that is lawfully refundable in terms of a tax act and that 
is reflected on an assessment issued to the taxpayer. 
However, the provision previously provided that SARS is 
not required to authorise the payment of the refund until 
SARS has, in terms of Chapter 5 of the TAA, finalised a 
verification, inspection or audit of the refund.

The TALAA has amended section 190 of the TAA so 
that ‘criminal investigation’ is now one of the 
circumstances in which SARS need not authorise 
the payment of a refund to a taxpayer. Although this 
amendment does further curtail the rights of taxpayers 
to receive refunds timeously, there are 
relatively few circumstances in which a taxpayer that 
is subject to a criminal investigation will not already be 
subject to a verification, inspection or audit. Broadening 
of the ambit of criminal liability 
Section 234 of the TAA deals with criminal offences 
relating to non-compliance with tax acts. 

Previously, the list of contraventions covered in the 
provision was prefaced by the phrase ‘a person who 
wilfully and without just cause’. 

The effect was that taxpayers could escape liability 
where it could be shown that the taxpayer’s failure to 
comply with a specified provision of a tax act was either 
committed without wilful intent or was committed with 
just cause.

The TALAA has amended section 190 of the TAA so 
that the list of offences is effectively bifurcated into two 
sub-categories. 

Under the first sub-category, a person who commits 
one of the listed offences will be guilty in circumstances 
where the offence was committed ‘wilfully’. The phrase 
‘and without just cause’ has been removed, thus 
curtailing the circumstances under which a taxpayer 
(or an accused) will escape criminal liability. However, 
it is still the case that the taxpayer must act with intent 
(i.e. wilfully), which implies that the taxpayer must have 
knowledge of the wrongfulness of the act.

In respect of the second category, there has been a 
dramatic broadening of criminal liability. In this regard, a 
taxpayer will be guilty of any of the listed offences where 
the taxpayer ‘wilfully or negligently’ fails to comply with 
the relevant tax act in certain circumstances. This has 
effectively introduced the concept of ‘strict liability’ into 
the TAA, and there is no possibility of acquittal, regardless 
of the mens rea (i.e. state of mind) of the accused in the 
proscribed circumstances.

Under this category, strict liability for criminal 
offence may arise as a result of, inter alia, the 
failure to:

 register or notify SARS of a change in registered 
particulars as required in Chapter 3 of the TAA;

 register as a tax practitioner as required under 
section 240 of the TAA;

 submit a return or document to SARS or issue a 
document to a person as required under a tax 
act;

 retain records as required under a tax act; or
 comply with a directive or instruction issued by 

SARS to the person under a tax act. In all of the 
above circumstances, the accused will, upon 
conviction, be liable to a fine or to imprisonment 
not exceeding two years. 

Key takeaways from the above, taxpayers should 
take note of the following:

 When making payment to SARS in respect of 
outstanding tax liabilities, it is important that 
taxpayers ensure that the correct amount is paid, 
failing which the taxpayer could forfeit 30 days of

 interest in respect of any overpayment.
 SARS may now withhold refunds where a 

taxpayer is subject to criminal investigation.
 Taxpayers should take care to ensure that they 

meet all obligations imposed in terms of tax 
legislation, in particular those obligations which 
would give rise to a criminal offence regardless of

 whether the taxpayer has acted intentionally or 
negligently or with just cause. 
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EU TAX 
DIRECTIVE 

TO HAVE SA PRACTITIONERS ON THEIR TOES

By Ettiene 
Retief, 
Chairman of 
the National 
Tax and SARS 
Committee

ettiene@ftrservices.co.za

A new European Union 
(EU) tax directive is 
set to change how SA 
tax practitioners and 
intermediaries deal 

with tax paid between parties in EU 
countries, as well as between a party 
in an EU country and one in a non-
EU country.    

South Africa’s corporate tax 
authorities have for years prided 

themselves on being in line with the 
fairest and most progressive tax laws 
in the world.

In the early 2000s, authorities 
launched new reportable 
arrangements in order to deter 
companies and advisors from 
evading paying taxes.

While they acknowledged that 
that tax evasion was illegal and tax 
avoidance was legal, but immoral at 
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least in the eyes of the receiver of 
revenue, too many tax practitioners 
were getting with abusing loopholes 
and barely paying any taxes to the 
government here or abroad.

Businesses would argue that 
paying taxes cuts into their profits 
and they won’t get enough back 
in return.  In order to avoid tax, 
they would reduce their tax liability 
through legal means by using 
provisions of fiscal laws to their 
advantage. With this in mind, tax 
advisors would plan arrangements 
which make transactions more 
efficient. But a number of these 
arrangements can become 
impermissible and lead to evasion.

Impermissible tax avoidance is 
a term which is difficult to define 
as advisors are constantly finding 
new ways of avoiding tax after tax 
laws and directives change. There 
may be no universal definition of 
impermissible tax avoidance but 
revenue authorities still have abuse 
curbing mechanisms which they can 

use.
These mechanisms include 

direct legislation in the form of 
specific anti avoidance rules which 
are targeted at specific situations 
and the general anti-avoidance rule 
(GAAR) that is used against any type 
of tax avoidance. Indirect measures 
including the regulation of tax 
practitioners and the requirement to 
report transactions that might lead 
to the avoidance of tax are also at 
the authority’s disposal.

Enter DAC6 (Directive 2018/822), 
a measure which the EU authorities 
have drawn up. It was originally put 
into force on June 25 2018 and has 
designed to improve transparency 
and fairness in taxation.

The onus is now on member 
states’ tax authorities to find how 
their tax laws and directives can 
adhere to this wider directive.

The EU then is actually catching 
up with us. Nevertheless, when 
South African tax practitioners 
advise EU clients or non-EU clients 
doing business with them, all parties 
involved must adhere to DAC6.

The directive enables tax 
authorities in EU states to punish tax 
intermediaries who try to exploit tax 
loopholes in Europe.

An advisor in France will try to 
get his client to sell its products at 
a higher price in a country which 
charges a lower tax rate for example. 
This means the profit realised is 
taxed less than it would be in France.

DAC6 applies to cross-border 
tax arrangements which meet one 
or more specified characteristics or 
hallmarks.

These arrangements concern 
either more than one EU country 
or and EU country and a non-
EU country.  DAC6 mandates a 
reporting obligation for these tax 
arrangements if in scope no matter 
whether the arrangement is justified 
according to national law.

Businesses initially had to show 

they were compliant by the end of 
2020 but they have been given an 
extension because of the pandemic.

Failure to comply with DAC6 can 
mean facing significant sanctions 
under local law in EU countries and 
reputational risks for businesses, 
individuals and intermediaries.

DAC6 creates more advanced 
mandatory disclosure regimes.

“It is effectively a directive 
on administrative cooperation,” 
Chairman of SAIPA’s Tax Committee, 
Etienne Retief says.

He says that the Swiss Leaks 
journalistic investigation in 2015 and 
the Panama Papers leak in 2016 
showed EU authorities that they had 
been slack and that far too much 
tax evasion had been occurring for 
years.

“There was exploitation of secret 
tax provisions. This caused different 
tax regimes in Europe to bring in 
penalties varying in harshness,” he 
says.

Poland has some of the harshest 
penalties for non-compliance, 
including a EUR5m fine and 
imprisonment. 

Countries will look how the 
directive can implemented into their 
laws. 

The widely-drafted scope of 
DAC6 will capture transactions that 
are not only tax-motivated, but also 
ordinary transactions that may have 
a ‘’potential tax effect’’ regardless of 
the fact they are not driven by tax 
planning motives. 

There is also no generic safe 
harbour for arrangements having 
an underlying commercial purpose 
or a de minimis value but member 
states can choose to include certain 
safe harbours in their domestic 
legislation.

The UK is expected to ratify 
the directive despite the impact of 
Brexit. Bear this in mind as many 
SA tax practitioners do a lot of work 
with UK based companies. 

The onus 
is now on 
member states’ 
tax authorities 
to find how 
their tax laws 
and directives 
can adhere 
to this wider 
directive.
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T ax practitioners are 
governed by the Tax 
Administration Act 28 of 
2011, other applicable 
legislation, and the 

code of conduct of their recognised 
controlling body (RCB).

Complying with legislation and 
the codes of conduct that apply 
to registered tax practitioners is 
imperative. This is something that 
cannot be ignored or cast aside. 

Failing to comply with legislation 
can easily be recognised as a 
criminal offence.

Although pleading ignorance is 
the most common reaction when 
criminal offence is lingering on our 
doorsteps, it is neither sufficient nor 
acceptable.

Take care of 
yourself before 
taking care of 
others
Every time you board a plane, this 
statement is made by the cabin 
crew: “In case of emergency ensure 
that your mask is secure and then 
you may proceed to help others.”

This is also applicable to tax 

By Aysha Naino, Professional 
Conduct (IC/DC) Officer at SAIPA
anaino@saipa.co.za
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S “SARS has started to deepen its technology, data 

and machine learning capability.” 
–(Finance Minister Tito Mboweni, 2021 Budget Speech) 

practitioners regarding their South 
African Revenue Service (SARS) and 
RCB status. Tax practitioners must 
ensure that they are compliant 
with SARS and their RCB before 
attempting to assist taxpayers with 
their tax affairs.

SAIPA (as an RCB) expects strict 
adherence to its Constitution, Code 
of Ethics and by-laws. Failure to 
comply will result in the Institute 
initiating disciplinary proceedings 
against delinquent tax practitioners 
and deregistering such tax 
practitioners on the SARS platform.

Relationships 
with clients: the 
taxpayers
It is not uncommon for relationships 
to suddenly turn sour. Clients and 
service providers often disagree, and 
while some disagreements can be 
resolved amicably, others become 
too bitter to digest and end the 
relationship.

Tax practitioners registered 
with SAIPA have a duty to uphold 
the fundamental principles of the 
International Ethics Standard Board 
for Accountants® (IESBA®) and the 
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SAIPA Code of Conduct regarding 
professional behaviour. 

Professional behaviour means 
that members of the Institute should 
act in a manner consistent with the 
good reputation of the Institute 
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and the accounting profession, 
refraining from any conduct that 
might bring the Institute and/or 
the accounting profession into 
disrepute. Members should conduct 
themselves professionally with 

due consideration towards clients, 
third parties, other members of 
the accountancy profession, staff, 
employers, and the general public. 
(The SAIPA Code of Conduct, par. 
2.5).

WHAT TO DO WHEN THE 
CLIENT SEEKS TO PART WAYS
1. Be Professional – Do not lose your cool and become vulgar or rude.
2. Remind them of the terms and conditions in the signed engagement 

letter, especially the clause referring to the termination of engagement 
and payment options.

3. Request a termination letter that details the request for the release 
of their eFiling profile and to whom (which tax practitioner) it must be 
released.

4. Inform the client of your duty as a tax practitioner regarding 
confidentiality of their information.

5. If the relationship has turned so bad that the taxpayer refuses to engage 
with the tax practitioner, the tax practitioner may try to contact the person 
requesting the eFiling profile and through them ask the client to send a 
termination letter.

6. Release the eFiling profile within three working days of receiving the 
request. Steps 1 to 5 must thus be acted upon within 3 days.

7. Do not decline the eFiling profile and do not ignore the request due 
to the relationship going south. Act in a professional manner and always 
consider the public interest that you serve.

Tax practitioners are reminded that failure to release an eFiling profile will 
result in disciplinary proceedings and sanctions issued against them. 

Failing to 
comply 
with 
legislation 
can 
easily be 
recognised 
as a 
criminal 
offence.

https://www.saipa.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/code_of_conduct-_final_2009.pdf
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As the pandemic has not brought about new 
tax legislation in this regard, the existing 
provision1 of the Income Tax Act (ITA) 58 of 
1962 still applies:

An individual taxpayer may not claim a 
deduction against taxable income in respect of private 
expenses, such as rent or any expenses in connection 
with any premises not occupied for the purposes of trade.

Moreover, the existing provision does not apply to 
employees. The ITA defines an employee2 as:
a. any person (other than a company) who receives any 

remuneration or to whom any remuneration accrues;
b. any person who receives any remuneration or to 

whom any remuneration accrues by reason of any 
services rendered by such person to or on behalf of 
a labour broker; or

c. any labour broker.

Only commission earners are eligible to claim home 
office expenses. Commission earners are agents and 
representatives whose remuneration is mainly in the form 
of a commission based on sales or turnover attributable 

WORKING 
FROM 

HOME
CAN I CLAIM HOME OFFICE EXPENSES?

The outbreak of Covid-19 and the consequent 
increase in people who work from home will 
(understandably) lead to taxpayers being 
overzealous when claiming home office expenses.

By Mahomed Kamdar,  
Tax Specialist at SAIPA
mkamdar@saipa.co.za
This article was written 
on 18 May 2021.

to the agent or representative.

A practical example of a commission 
earner is a sales representative whose 
remuneration is based on volume of 
product sold. An individual whose 
commission earnings is more than 50% 
of remuneration is also classified as a 
commission earner.

However, since the outbreak of pandemic, two new 
scenarios have unfolded:

 employers requesting that their employees work 
from home (during the government’s five alert 
levels); and 

 a culture of permanently working from home.

As existing tax provisions do not accommodate these 
scenarios, they present a challenge to tax legislators 
worldwide.

It has thus become necessary to revisit the rules that 
facilitate deductible home office expenses against taxable 
income.
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EXISTING PROVISION 
FOR HOME OFFICE EXPENSES
The deductibility of expenses relating to a home 
office is determined by reference to:
1. expenditure and losses actually incurred in 

the production of the income, provided such 
expenditure and losses are not of a capital nature;

2. expenditure actually incurred during the year of 
assessment on repairs of property occupied for the 
purpose of trade or in respect of which income is 
receivable;

3. wear and tear expenses – s11(e); and 
4. not being domestic or private expenses, including 

the rent of or cost of repairs of or expenses in 
connection with any premises not occupied for the 
purposes of trade.

This implies that for a home office expense to be 
deductible against taxable income, it must meet all the 
above requirements.

Generally, home office expenditure includes:3

 rent of the premises; 
 interest on a bond (if applicable); 
 cost of repairs to the premises; and
 other expenses in connection with the premises.
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An individual taxpayer 
may not claim a 
deduction against 
taxable income in 
respect of private 
expenses, such as rent 
or any expenses in 
connection with any 
premises not occupied 
for the purposes of trade.

These expenses are deductible against taxable income 
but are apportioned based on the percentage of floor 
space occupied by the taxpayer for the purposes of 
trade. Apportionment will present challenges in the new 
working environment.
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Other typical home office expenditure may include:
 stationery;
 rates and taxes; 
 cleaning; 
 office equipment; and 
 wear and tear.

Another important requirement is that the part of the home 
in respect of which a claim is submitted must be occupied 
and specifically equipped for the purposes of a trade. 

It is thus clear that for part of a private home (a room 
in this situation) to be considered specifically equipped 
for the purposes of trade, that part must be fitted with the 
instruments, tools and equipment required to conduct 
that trade.

For example, taxpayers who meet clients 
at their homes would not be permitted a 
deduction under home office expenses if 
they meet their clients in their dining or 
sitting rooms. It is obvious that the dining 
room/lounge is not used exclusively for 
trading purposes.

A separate office would need to be equipped and 
maintained. An office that requires specialised 
equipment, such as a mechanic’s tools, an architect’s 
drawing board or a doctor’s examination room 
equipment, must be equipped with these items. 

The room utilised by the taxpayer must be regularly 
and exclusively used for the purpose of the trade.

A home office that is maintained but only used 
occasionally, for example, once at the weekend due to 
the taxpayer maintaining separate business premises, 
does not constitute regular use.

As regards the requirement of exclusivity: the room/
part used for trade may not be used for any other 
purpose other than the taxpayer’s trade. A deduction 
is not permitted where it is evident that the taxpayer 
conducts activities of a private nature in the part used for 
trade, such as permitting children to use the room as a 
playroom.

TAX CHALLENGES FOR FUTURE 
EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS
Although existing tax legislation makes no provision for 
employees working from home, it will become the norm 
for many employees and presents various tax challenges.

Firstly, employees working from home mostly use 
online tools and can, consequently, incur huge data 
costs. The issue is how to apportion data costs between 
employment use and private use. The existing rules 
require that similar expenses be apportioned.

It may be more expedient for a taxpayer (who incurred, 
for example, data costs) to claim a reimbursement from 
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their employer, as such reimbursement will not be taxable 
when submitting an individual tax return. Many employers, 
however, are reluctant to cover data costs, as employees 
“save” on their commute.

Secondly, the nature of tasks means they can be 
undertaken without employees being equipped with 
specialised equipment. Employees working from home 
may simply require a computer and the appropriate 
software, which also do not require a specific room/space 
for employees to perform employment related tasks.

Thirdly, the affected taxpayer must also be mindful of 
capital gains tax (CGT) consequences should the primary 
residence be sold in future.

For example, if a house is a primary 
residence as defined in the ITA, then not all 
the primary residence exclusion of R2m will 
be available. If 5% of the primary residence 
was used for trading purposes, then only 
95% of the R2m will be available for the 
primary residence exemptions. In other 
words, the normal CGT rule applies to the 
portion of the primary residence used for 
trading purposes.

Lastly, the existing rules allow for the apportionment of 
capital allowances. It is likely that a huge capital allowance 
may lead to a loss, but it is not clear whether SARS would 
allow an assessed loss where an employee works from 
home.

IN CONCLUSION
Although it may be evident to the taxpayer that the 
stated requirements to claim home office expenses have 
been met, SARS has the right to request documentary 
proof. 

The burden of proof is on the taxpayer to motivate 
the legitimacy of their expenses.

With reference to the pandemic, if the taxpayer 
used their private residence for 60 days in the year, 
for example, during Alert Levels 5 and/or 4, then it is 
unlikely that they met the requirements as stated and 
can therefore not claim home office expenses when 
submitting an ITR12.

The pandemic has hastened the shift to employees 
working from home. This new scenario is thus likely to 
be included in formal employment contracts in future 
and will have legislative ramifications, as existing tax 
legislation does not cater for it. SAIPA highlighted this 
shortcoming in its December 2020 submission, and, 
hopefully, the 2021 Draft Taxation Laws Amendment Bill 
will address these concerns. The draft legislation has not 
been released yet. 

1. Section 23(b) of the Income Tax Act 58 of 1962
2. Fourth Schedule of the Income Tax Act 58 of 1962
3. Section 23(b) of the Income Tax Act 58 of 1962
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COMPROMISE 
OR DEFERRAL 

The Tax Administration 
Act 28 of 2011 (“TAA”), 
provides 2 highly 
favourable debt relief 
mechanisms, namely 

the Compromise of Tax Debt (“the 
Compromise”), in terms of section 
200, and the Deferral of Payment 
(“the Deferral”), in terms of section 
167.

Although both mechanisms are 
favourable to the indebted taxpayer, 
each has its own pros and cons, to 
both the taxpayer and the South 
African Revenue Service (“SARS”).

SARS is on a collection drive, and 
it must be noted, that in the last 
year, SARS has become far more 
amicable to engaging in negotiations 
surrounding the implementation 
of a debt relief mechanism, be it a 
Compromise or Deferral.

SECTION 200 
COMPROMISE 
OF TAX DEBT 
APPLICATION
In terms of the Compromise, 
section 201 of the TAA imposes 
upon the taxpayer a rather heavy 
evidentiary burden, in terms of 

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW!
By Jashwin Baijoo, Legal Manager, Africa Tax 
and Compliance at Tax Consulting South Africa
jashwin@taxconsulting.co.za

detailed income and expenditure 
calculations and 3-year projections 
for future income and expenditure, 
and in the case of a company, 
annual financial statements and 
management accounts to evidence 
that there was no mismanagement 
of funds.

The Compromise does however 
also permit the most favourable 
tax position to the taxpayer, with 
compromise settlement figures 
being anything from 60% of the tax 
liability, to 10% of the liability.

The only catch is that SARS 
generally requires the entire 
settlement amount to be paid as 
a lump sum payment, which is not 
always feasible for the cashflow-
restricted taxpayer.

Settling this amount in 
instalments is not impossible, but 
highly unlikely.

SECTION 167 
DEFERRAL 
OF PAYMENT
A key point to note on any Deferral 
is that the relevant sections do not 
speak to a significant reduction on 
the tax liability due by the taxpayer, 
but rather the taxpayer must still pay 

the full liability, just in instalments.
It is important to note here that 

in terms of the criteria provided 
in section 168 of the TAA, future 
prospects must show an upturn for 
the taxpayer, which is not necessarily 
the case with the Compromise.

The Compromise, however, 
presents a more attractive option for 
taxpayers with a stable income that 
do not have the means to settle the 
debt in a single instalment. 

CONCLUSION
Both the Compromise and Deferral 
provide relief to the taxpayer, and in 
the case of a company, perhaps just 
enough relief to remain afloat. But 
generally, one mechanism always 
trumps the other, and that is the 
Compromise.

Although the Deferral does buy 
the taxpayer much needed time 
to make some sort of financial 
recovery, it does not necessarily put 
the taxpayer in a more favourable 
tax position.

The Compromise on the other 
hand, has the dual function of 
reducing the taxpayer’s liability to 
bring them to that more favourable 
tax position, as well as has the 
possibility of payments being made 
in instalments. 
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INCOME TAX 
IMPLICATIONS
UIF BENEFITS 
RECEIVED DURING 
THE LOCKDOWN

During South Africa’s 
Covid-19 lockdown many 
employees were faced with 
one of the following situations:

 did not receive a salary / 
or received a portion of their 
salaries, or 

 lost their jobs.
Under these circumstances, 
employees received 
benefits (directly or via 
their employers) from the 
Unemployment Insurance 
Fund (UIF) to compensate for 
their loss of income.

By Mahomed Kamdar,  
Tax Specialist at SAIPA
mkamdar@saipa.co.za

T he tax implications of the receipt of these UIF 
benefits are often unclear. Given the fact that 
the beneficiaries of this UIF benefit were still 
in formal employment, this lack of certainty is 
completely understandable.

Although the Draft Disaster Management Tax Relief 
Bill (19 May 2020) aimed to amend certain provisions to 
provide for tax relief in respect of the Covid-19 pandemic, 
it did not replace the Income Tax Act (ITA) 58 of 1962. 
Hence, the standard exemption regarding the receipt of 
UIF benefits is still applicable as per the ITA.

Section 10(1)(mB) of the ITA is explicit that any 
benefit paid from the UIF in terms of the Unemployment 
Insurance Act 63 of 2001 is exempt from normal tax. The 
Disaster Management Tax Relief Act 13 of 2020 further 
clarifies this matter by stating that no Covid-19 relief is 
included in the definition of remuneration as defined in 
the ITA. 

This then confirms that the UIF contribution is not 
taxed for personal income tax purposes.

Moreover, any such UIF benefits received cannot be 
considered in the determination of Pay As You Earn (PAYE) 
amounts either. 

So, what code is to be used when completing the IRP5 
and the ITR12 during the 2021 filing season?

As Temporary Employer/Employee Relief Scheme (TERS) 
benefits are exempt and not disclosed in the IRP5, there is 
no source code for this. 

However, when completing the ITR12 in 2021, the 
individual employee (taxpayer) may disclose the UIF TERS 
receipt in the non-taxable income field with the code 7921 
(basic exemption). 
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MANAGING 
BEPS IS SA AHEAD OF 

THE REST?

Tax Professional39

The worldwide Covid-19 tsunami has dramatically 
affected our economy (and will continue to do so). 
The pandemic hit our nation at a time when South 
Africa is still reeling from the direct fiscal effects of 
state capture and the continuing lag effects of those 

disastrous years. This is combined with additional funding required 
by state-owned enterprises that have all but collapsed; a broken 
revenue and customs service; increased demands on service 
delivery (paradoxically compounded by repurposing those parts of 
government intended to serve the public); and the additional cost 
of having to mop up the mess we are in.
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By Johann van 
Loggerenberg: 
Master Tax 
Practitioner 
(MTP SA), 

consultant, researcher, 
analyst, legal advisor  
and author

All countries are affected by domestic 
tax base erosion and profit shifting 
(BEPS) due to multinational enterprises 
exploiting gaps and mismatches 
between tax systems.1 Developing 
countries are particularly vulnerable to 
BEPS, as they rely heavily on corporate 
income taxes to fund the fiscus. BEPS 
could be an unmined area in our formal 
economy that could yield a lot more tax 
revenue to a recovering SARS. 
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A BRIEF REALITY 
CHECK
Although we already sat at a fairly low base when the 
state capture winds started blowing in 2009, we had 
some good prospects. The nation had been able to 
weather the worldwide fiscal meltdown of 2008/9. We 
were in positive growth territory; taxes were coming in 
and doing better year on year; and new law enforcement 
agencies had settled in, such as the Financial Intelligence 
Centre, Asset Forfeiture Unit, Directorate of Priority 
Crime Investigation, and the Special Investigating Unit. 
In addition, more people had access to basic services 
year on year, whether it was electricity, water, housing or 
education. That said, development was slow, and it did 
not keep pace with population growth and the backlog 
for service demands that already existed.

The South African tax system had also changed 
significantly based on the Katz Commission 
recommendations, which included establishing an 
independent tax and customs administration, broadening 
the tax base, and lowering marginal tax rates. These, 
and other changes, contributed to the development of a 
relatively robust and competitive tax system. A relatively 
small, but rather effective, South African Revenue Service 
(SARS) was built from around 1998 to 2014, and the 
process was ongoing.

That was until disaster struck in 2014. 
Combined with other ill-considered changes, the 

increase in Value-added Tax affected every South African 
directly. The government’s income started taking 
knocks and the public sector wage bill ballooned 
to staggering proportions of government revenue. 
Public debt has since shot through the roof. 

The bottom-line is that by the first quarter of 
2019, we had hit a recession – growth in 
2019 was at its lowest since the 2008/9 
global financial crisis. Meanwhile, our 
country had started slipping along the slope 
of credit downgrades. At the time of the first democratic 
elections, South Africa was rated as sub-investment 
grade for both foreign and local currency debt. The long 
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and arduous journey towards achieving investment grade 
began, and by 2009 we were there. In 2012, the first of 
the downgrades came. 

The result was very a fast slide to junk status.
Add to this the fact that the tax base itself is very 

small; non-compliance increased from around 2015 
onward; and unemployment figures are currently at their 
highest in history. 

Our economy remains mixed and will be for decades 
to come. We have sophisticated, well-developed primary, 
secondary and tertiary players in the formal, recorded 
economy. The informal economy is relatively large and 
somewhat untapped from a tax perspective, and our 
illicit economy (spanning the formal and informal) is also 
massive. 

BEPS
This then brings us to BEPS – a complex and 
secretive field primarily found among multinationals. 
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) defines BEPS as strategies that 
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exploit gaps and mismatches in tax rules.2 The terms 
base erosion and profit shifting describe a range of 
activities in which some multinational companies engage 
to shift their profits from one tax jurisdiction to another 
where the tax rate is lower. 

The benefit for the multinational is that they put more 
profits in the bank, whilst paying less tax to the relevant 
tax authorities in the jurisdictions in which they are 
situated. 

When BEPS became more prolific worldwide, 
countries introduced general anti-avoidance rules 
(GAARs), which enable revenue authorities to deny a 
taxpayer the tax benefit of transactions or arrangements 
that do not have commercial substance but are intended 
solely to achieve a tax benefit.

BEPS schemes, arrangements and structures come 
in many forms and each manifests differently. Many are 
designed by highly specialised professionals (usually 
from financial advisory, accounting, and law firms). These 
BEPS structures cost a lot of money that is often paid for 
through the client’s “tax savings” over a period in the form 
of a type of “commission”. 

They are complex, complicated, sophisticated, and 
difficult to prove, and investigation requires certain 
skillsets, mindsets and experience from those in SARS 
who analyse these cases.

Take the case of tobacco’s “Big Four”. The University 
of Bath’s Tobacco Control Research Group recently 
completed a study entitled Big Tobacco, Big Avoidance, 
which researched BEPS in the tobacco trade worldwide.

The study analysed the annual reports of the world’s 
largest tobacco companies and some of their subsidiaries 
for the fiscal years 2010 to 2019. Their findings point to 
BEPS in all cases. 

“In the case of British American Tobacco 
(BAT) and Imperial Brands, their United 
Kingdom subsidiaries alone lowered their 
corporation tax burden by £2.5bn over the 
past decade. They do this by offsetting 
losses made by one subsidiary against 
profit made by another. This is known as 
group relief. In this way, Imperial Brands 
was able to lower its UK corporate tax bill 
by an estimated £1.8 billion over the past 
10 years and BAT by an estimated £760 
million. As a result, BAT, the manufacturer 
of Peter Stuyvesant and Dunhill cigarettes, 
paid close to zero company tax. The annual 
reports of Imperial Brands, makers of 
Gauloises, Golden Virginia (the world’s 
largest-selling hand-rolling tobacco), Drum 
(the world’s second-largest-selling fine-
cut tobacco), and Rizla (the world’s best-
selling rolling paper) are so opaque that 

their actual UK tax burden is virtually 
impossible to determine. While there is 
no clear evidence of tax evasion, which is 
illegal, there is evidence of aggressive tax 
planning strategies, in spite of their own 
codes of conduct suggesting otherwise.”3 

In just one of so many of these types of BEPS cases, 
the 2018 financial statements of the British American 
Tobacco group revealed a £902 million tax assessment 
in the Netherlands. When this was revealed, their 
longstanding dispute with SARS was also referenced. 

“In 2011, the South African Revenue 
Service (SARS) challenged the debt 
financing of British American Tobacco 
South Africa (BATSA) and reassessed the 
years 2006 to 2008. BATSA has objected to 
and appealed this reassessment. In 2014, 
SARS also reassessed the years 2009 and 
2010. In 2015, BATSA filed formal Notices 
of Appeal and detailed objection letters 
against the 2009 and 2010 assessments 
and has reserved its right to challenge the 
constitutionality of the assessment at a 
later date. In 2016, SARS filed a Statement 
of Grounds of Assessment and BATSA 
filed its Statement of Grounds of Appeal 
in early 2017. During 2018 both parties 
have filed their notices of discovery. 
Across the period from 2006 to 2010 the 
reassessments are for ZAR2.1bn (£116m) 
covering both tax and interest.”4

It is important to understand the difference between 
a company’s right to pay the minimum tax by way of 
permissible tax avoidance (no different to individuals 
doing so) and deploying the types of structures and 
practices that are governed by a set of GAAR and 
relevant tax laws. 

While not a crime per se, BEPS schemes and 
structures are unlawful (not illegal) and SARS can 
not only recoup lost corporate taxes but also award 
penalties and claim punitive interest. 

The 2019 financials of BATSA blandly state that the 
dispute had been “resolved”. 

We will never know the details, but it is safe to 
assume some sort of settlement or compromise was 
made.

Modern business requires that companies operate 
internationally. Governments would thus logically 
have to cooperate to tackle the phenomenon of 
BEPS. The OECD estimates that BEPS practices cost 
countries US$100-240bn in lost revenue annually – the 
equivalent of 4-10% of global corporate income tax 
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revenue. 
In response to this, by 2013, the OECD and G20 

Inclusive Framework on BEPS among 135 countries 
began to implement the so-called “15 Actions” (Action 
Plan on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting) to tackle tax 
avoidance; improve the coherence of international tax 
rules; and ensure a more transparent tax environment.

 

SOUTH AFRICAN 
RESPONSE TO THE 
15 ACTIONS
By July 2013 the Davis Tax Committee had been 
established. This followed a public promise made in 
February that government would initiate a tax review to 
assess our tax policy framework and its role in supporting 
the objectives of inclusive growth, employment, 
development and fiscal sustainability.5 

South Africa was on to BEPS to such an extent that 
by November 2013 the Davis Committee already called 
for public submissions on BEPS and announced a BEPS 
sub-committee that was working on a timeframe aligned 
with the OECD Action Plan. No doubt, at that time, on 
the topic of BEPS, South Africa was operating at a level 
comparable to developed nations. 

In June 2014, the Davis Committee submitted its 
First Interim Report on BEPS. In essence, the report 
was aligned with the September 2014 deliverables of 
the OECD Action Plan, which focused on areas such 
as the digital economy, hybrid mismatches, harmful 
tax practices, treaty abuse, transfer pricing with 
regard to intangibles, transfer pricing documentation, 
the development of a multilateral instrument, and 
recommendations.6 

That was until SARS was very quickly “dumbed down” 
when state capture came to town late in 2014. By 2016, 
the very parts of SARS that had been designed to focus 
on precisely these types of BEPS activities had been 
dismantled. 

At the time, according to the Financial Intelligence 
Centre, the country was losing between R200-400bn 
per year to illicit financial flows, largely attributed to 
multinationals.7  

With the arrival of Edward Kieswetter as SARS 
Commissioner in 2019, things started to look up a bit. 
The capabilities and units within SARS that had been 
dismantled have all since been re-established. SARS also 
received additional funding to find replacement skills for 
those lost during the state capture years. 

This means that efforts to deal with BEPS are also 
gaining more traction. Both Kieswetter and Judge Dennis 
Davis have indicated BEPS as a priority for SARS.

MANDATORY 
DISCLOSURE RULES
Mandatory disclosure rules (MDRs) oblige intermediaries 
to report potentially aggressive tax planning structures 
with cross-border elements. Much like the obligation of 
banks and other reporting institutions to report certain 
types of transactions to the Financial Intelligence Centre,8 
the OECD Action Plan recommends a similar reporting 
and regulatory regime to sniff out BEPS cases. 

Mandatory disclosure is Action 12 of the OECD Action 
Plan. Its aim is to increase transparency and access to the 
right information at an early stage. This allows authorities 
to not only improve the speed and accuracy of risk 
assessments and make timely and informed decisions 
on how to protect member states’ tax revenues but 
also to design mechanisms with a deterrent effect and 
ensure that information regarding such arrangements is 
exchanged automatically. 

MDRs are in place in the European Union already, 
with the stated purpose of ensuring “more effective 
disincentives for intermediaries who assist in tax evasion 
or avoidance schemes”. 

Although the MDRs have been in effect since July 
2020, they have not been welcomed by all. Some experts 
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At the time, 
according to the 
Financial Intelligence 
Centre, the country 
was losing between 
R200-400bn 
per year to illicit 
financial flows, 
largely attributed to 
multinationals.   

https://www.oecd.org/tax/mandatory-disclosure-rules-action-12-2015-final-report-9789264241442-en.htm
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have referred to them as yet another “bite out of the 
rights of taxpayers”.

MDRs have also been applied in Canada for some 
years now. It was recently announced, in the Canadian 
Federal Budget 2021, that the MDRs contained in their 
primary income tax law will most likely be widened even 
more. There are, of course, more examples of MDRs 
worldwide. 

What about MDRs in South Africa?
In March 2018, the Davis Committee released its final 

report on its work completed over almost five years. By 
then, 72 jurisdictions worldwide (including South Africa) 
had signed the Multilateral Convention to Implement 
Tax Treaty Related Measures to Prevent Base Erosion 
and Profit Shifting. This was Action 15 of the OECD 
Action Plan.

AS AN ASIDE: The Davis Committee cost 
the taxpayer a mere R12m for its work 
over five years to that date. It produced a 
number of initial, interim and final reports 
over the period, which cover all 15 Actions 
in the OECD Action Plan. The complexity of 
these reports, the effort put into them and 
the depth of the outputs are remarkable. 
This is quite amazing in this day and age 
of massive questionable amounts of 
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taxpayer funds paid to multinationals such 
as McKinsey, KPMG, Bain & Company. All 
of whom have all admitted to wrongdoing 
of that dramatically affected the nation. 
The latter two have repaid the fees they 
earned from SARS at the time. KPMG earned 
R23m for disgracefully shoddy, misleading, 
conflicted and in some cases false work 
that took them less than 12 months to 
complete – work they have refused to 
stand by, admitting it was “not perfect” 
and contained “copying and pasting 
dictated by outsiders” and so on. Bain & 
Company repaid the fees earned in the 
dismantlement of SARS, which amounted to 
R164m.

THE SOUTH 
AFRICAN SITUATION
The Davis Committee produced deep and reflective input 
on the topic of reporting obligations to deal with BEPS. 
South Africa already has something akin to DMRs. Known 
as reportable arrangements, they are provided for in the 
provisions of Part B of the Tax Administration Act (TAA) 
28 of 2011. 

They act as an “early warning system” that allows SARS 
to identify aggressive transactions at the time they are 
entered into. Before being dismantled, the component 
within SARS that dealt with reportable arrangements 
had become more proactive, which had resulted in the 
increase of arrangements being reported to SARS.

https://www.oecd.org/tax/treaties/multilateral-convention-to-implement-tax-treaty-related-measures-to-prevent-beps.htm
https://www.oecd.org/tax/treaties/multilateral-convention-to-implement-tax-treaty-related-measures-to-prevent-beps.htm
https://www.oecd.org/tax/treaties/multilateral-convention-to-implement-tax-treaty-related-measures-to-prevent-beps.htm
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Action 12 of the OECD Action Plan requires that 
where a country places the primary reporting obligation 
on the promoter, it should introduce scheme reference 
numbers and require the preparation of client lists to 
fully identify all users of a scheme and enable the risk 
assessment of individual taxpayers. 

In terms of s38 of the TAA, the promoter already has 
the primary obligation to report. A promoter refers to 
a person who is principally responsible for organising, 
designing, selling, financing or managing the reportable 
arrangement or a company or a trust that directly or 
indirectly derives or assumes a tax benefit or financial 
benefit by virtue of an arrangement. 

If there is no promoter in relation to the arrangement 
or if the promoter is not a resident, then participants 
must disclose the information. Section 34(c) of the TAA 
defines a participant as “any other person who is a party 
to an arrangement”. The definition of arrangement in 
s34 is “any transaction, operation, scheme, agreement or 
understanding (whether enforceable or not)”. 

The prescribed SARS forms for reportable 
arrangements contain detailed aspects of what must be 
disclosed by a participant or promoter. Furthermore, 
s212 of the TAA sets out the penalties for which a 
participant to a reportable arrangement is liable in the 

case of failure to disclose the reportable arrangement. 
Section 212(1) of the TAA stipulates that a participant who 
has the duty to report the arrangement but fails to do 
so is liable for a penalty for each month that the failure 
continues (up to 12 months): R50 000 in the case of a 
participant and R100 000 in the case of the promoter.8

Simply put, South Africa has been, and remains ahead 
of many G20 countries in this regard.

This is something that not only tax practitioners and 
the accounting professionals of South Africa but also all 
South Africans can be very proud of. In this sense, South 
Africa is comparable to many developed states worldwide. 
The basics are in place. Now action is required. 

THE FUTURE
The Davis Tax Committee made a host of 
recommendations to bolster the current BEPS reporting 
regime. Some of these include relooking the issue of legal 
privilege and clarifying definitions, penalty provisions and 
certain parts of the TAA and forms that are not absolutely 
clear. 

All signs are that South Africa will stay ahead of the 
game on this; SARS will regain what it has lost; and that 
the regime already in place will be widened and clarified. 
The time for greater tax revenue takes in the mysterious 
world of BEPS may finally have arrived in South Africa. 

BEPS schemes are not about small numbers or simple 
equations. 

The numbers are big and worth the investment by 
SARS. It is going to be a deeply contested space but will 
ultimately provide a means for government to prevent 
further base erosion and profit shifting and retain and 
yield better tax revenue. 
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Simply put, South 
Africa has been, and 
remains ahead of 
many G20 countries 
in this regard.

1. Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development: Inclusive framework on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting
2.  Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development: Inclusive framework on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting
3. Business Maverick: Big tobacco: Tax cheats or tax sneaks?
4. TP Cases: British American Tobacco hit by £902 million tax assessments in the Netherlands
5.  The Davis Tax Committee
6. The Davis Tax Committee: Media Centre
7. AIDC: Government an obstacle in SARS’ fight against illicit financial flows, base erosion and profit shifting
8. Financial Intelligence Centre Act 38 of 2001
9. Davis Tax Committee: Second Interim Report on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) in South Africa

https://www.oecd.org/tax/beps/
https://www.oecd.org/tax/beps/
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2020-11-24-big-tobacco-tax-cheats-or-tax-sneaks/
https://tpcases.com/british-american-tobacco-hit-by-902-million-tax-assessments-in-the-netherlands/
https://www.taxcom.org.za/index.html
https://www.taxcom.org.za/mediacentre.html
https://aidc.org.za/government-an-obstacle-in-sars-fight-against-illicit-financial-flows-base-erosion-and-profit-shifting/
https://www.gov.za/sites/default/files/gcis_document/201409/a38-010.pdf
https://www.taxcom.org.za/docs/New_Folder3/12%20BEPS%20Final%20Report%20-%20Action%2012.pdf
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Boards rely on 
information provided by 
management, which is 
as it should be. However, 
boards run real risks 

when they rely solely on information 
curated by management. After all, 
even the most ethical executives 
might seek to inform the board’s 
impression of the organisation. This 
then poses a form of agency risk.

Such agency risk is more 
pronounced for the boards of South 
African SOEs that are subject to the 
Public Finance Management Act 
(PFMA) 1 of 1999. For these entities, 
most (if not all) of their board 
members serve in a non-executive 
capacity and the CEO (who often 
lacks voting rights) is only an ex 
officio member of the board. 

This results in a pronounced 
gap between what the board knows 
about the state of the organisation 
and what the executives know 
about it. The quality of governance 
depends on addressing this gap.

Basic to good governance 
requires boards to exercise 

By Seelan 
Naidoo, 
Principal 
Associate at 
Public Ethos 

Consulting
seelan.naidoo@ 
public-ethos.co.za

Sikkie Kajee, 
Associate at 
Public Ethos 
Consulting, 
specialist in 

corporate governance

DO THE BOARD MEMBERS OF 
SOEs KNOW ENOUGH ABOUT 
THE ORGANISATIONS THEY

GOVERN?

Recent issues of Tax Professional 
have investigated corruption 
from various perspectives: from 
the perspective of government 
officials, politicians, and the 
facilitators of corruption, such 
as banks, accounting firms, 
consultants, and lawyers that 
formed part of the corrupt 
networks.

Last year, SAIPA published the 
article How State Intuitions were 
Looted and How We Can Prevent It 
Happening Again (Tax Professional, 
2020. Issue 37, pp.6-8), which 
made the fundamental point that 
the machinery of corruption was 
control of the boards of state-
owned enterprises (SOEs). Today, 
we look at how future board 
members of corruption-free SOEs 
should conduct themselves.

The litany of governance failures and the 
collapse of numerous SOEs over the past few 
years suggest the answer to this question is 
too often NO. To address this issue, we need to 
understand the reasons for this knowledge gap. 

oversight in a way that is open, 
but not beholden, to the views of 
management. 

Board members should thus 
exercise independent judgment 
to constructively engage with the 
prevailing managerial view. It is for 
this reason that SOEs are externally 
audited on an annual basis.

Independent audits, however, 
attend closely to the finances, 
accounting controls, and legislative 
compliance but provide merely a 
partial view of the organisation. 
More importantly, financial and 
compliance audits only provide after-
the-fact information.

To exercise their duties properly, 
boards need a sense of the current 
state of the organisation. As good 
governance depends on informed 
boards, knowing the current state of 
the organisation is crucial to thinking 
strategically about where it ought to 
be headed.

Independent insight into the 
state of the organisation also allows 
board members to engage more 
confidently with management in the 

https://www.saipa.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Tax-Professional_Issue-37_2020.pdf
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best interests of the organisation 
and its stakeholders.

In our experience, most 
executives prefer an informed 
board. 

After all, why would an ethical 
CEO want to keep the board in 
the dark? It is undoubtedly in the 
interest of stakeholders that boards 
and executives have a shared 
understanding of the organisation. 
Otherwise, rifts and even stand-offs 
develop, which detract from serving 
the public interest.

One way to overcome the 
knowledge gap is to commission 
an independent organisational 
assessment. 

Done properly, such an 
assessment provides information 
on and insight to the current state 
of the organisation as a whole. This 
provides a shared point of departure 
for the board and executives to 
jointly consider the future and 

pursue a concerted strategy.
Another way to ensure that 

up-to-date strategic information 
flows to the board is to develop 
an organisational performance 
dashboard that is regularly updated 
and tabled at board meetings. 
Such a dashboard comprises key 
indicators that tell the board how 
the organisation is doing on a 
regular basis. 

To keep the board in touch 
with organisational reality, an 
organisational performance 
dashboard must be both holistic 
and balanced in its coverage of the 
organisation.

Efforts to overcome the board 
knowledge gap will generate 
significant strategic value because 
emphasis shifts from sifting through 
the past to more strategic questions: 
“How does the organisation serve 
the public interest?” and “How will it 
continue to do so?” 

Another way 
to ensure 
that up-to-
date strategic 
information 
flows to the 
board is to 
develop an 
organisational 
performance 
dashboard that 
is regularly 
updated and 
tabled at board 
meetings. 
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Professional Accountant (SA) is not 
just a professional designation. 

IT’S A SEAL OF TRUST.

SAIPA members aim to 
provide the highest level 
of expertise and service 

to clients and are bound by 
the Institute’s Professional 

Conduct Standards and Ethical 
Pledge. They also act as trusted 
business advisors, assisting and 

driving businesses to not only 
survive but thrive.
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